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You’d be forgiven for missing Laraaji. For years, most of the
Philadelphia musician’s work could only be found in tape form in
meditation centers, and even those were rare and known outside of
new age circles mostly by those who knew him as a Brian Eno
footnote (he recorded an album, Day of Radiance, for Eno’s Ambient
series). But amid an increasing acceptance of new age in the indie
world, Leaving Records is slowly reissuing the man’s vast back
catalog.

What’s baffling is why they’d decide to issue something like Om
Namah Shivaya. If the purpose of Leaving is to dismantle perceptions
of new age music as cultish positive-thinking fodder, Om Namah
Shivaya is a rebuke to the label’s entire purpose. Simply put, this shit
is unlistenable. It’s essentially forty minutes of Laraaji yelling shit like “be still and know this ever-present sense of
__” (the blank can be anything from “purpose” to “light”), alternated with the titular mantra and some woo-hooing –
over the same drum pattern and melody. Forty minutes.

It’s the kind of music whose purpose is not to be listened to but to validate the listener’s frame of mind, so if “om
namah shivaya” means anything to you, you might like this stuff. If not, there’s no point listening. There’s a certain
appeal to the chintzy organ sound Laraaji favors, but you’d be better off hearing it in the context of enjoyable music,
like the Unicorns in Paradise album.

Leaving has also reissued three of his “Zen tapes” – the stuff he sold to meditation centers – and these are much
better. Of the three, the best is Celestrana/Deep Chimes Meditation. The first track (Laraaji worked in tape, so most
of his releases are bipartite) is the kind of zither drone Laraaji does best, not too far off from what can be found on
his fantastic Essence/Universe tape. The second side is an ambient piece played on chimes. If you find wind chimes
annoying stay away from this one, but there’s an alluring mystery in its minor-key tones, and fans of minimalism will
enjoy the way the decay from the individual notes bleed into each other.

The other two are Sun Zither and Tonings. Laraaji’s music is most interesting when the instrument on which it’s
made disappears into the electronics with which they’re saturated, but Sun Zither comprises two 45-minute, fairly
straightforward zither improvisations, with the individual notes mostly crystal-clear. It’s not bad, but it doesn’t capture
the full possibilities of what Laraaji can do with his instruments. Better is Tonings, which opens with a stunning duet
between a zither and Laraaji’s rich baritone before segueing into an experiment with bells, not too far removed from
Deep Chimes Meditation but less ambient and more avant-garde.

There’s some great ambient music here but nothing essential, and there’s not much reason to choose any of these
over the albums included in the All In One Peace reissue series from last summer, all of which are excellent
(especially the first half of Connecting With The Inner Healer Through Music , which contains some of the best drone
music I’ve ever heard before yielding to a “guided meditation” not unlike Om Namah Shivaya). Laraaji’s discography
is full of surprises, and he’s making some of his best music now in collaboration with upstarts like Sun Araw and
Blues Control. Maybe Leaving will unearth something great in the near future, but this isn’t it.
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